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Residing in a remote
area shouldn’t mean
sacrificing an entire
regions educational
opportunity.
SkyFidelity in partnership with Hughes satellite creates low cost
satellite based wifi internet service for schools in remote areas. In
the past, access to high quality education tools across multiple
platforms have been costly and unattainable. SkyFidelity’s satellite
platform has the bandwidth to deliver these materials, dramatically
increasing the learning opportunities for kids in remote and
underserved regions.
The creation of these “cloud learning” environments at schools
provide students with greater access to apps and websites focused
on educational models and tools. This vast array of educational
materials includes: GSAT, CSEC and CAPE examinations, video
tutorials, video lectures, question and solutions banks, Digital
Encyclopedias, and Virtual Labs.

Remote Rugged Conditions
All SkyFidelity equipment is designed for working in the most
remote and demanding conditions . We will customize a solution
that’s just right for you, on our reliable and highly-secure network
even in the most isolated areas.
Unlike companies that recommend consumer-grade equipment
to commercial customers, all SkyFidelity rural satellite Internet
solutions are business-grade. Every component of the SkyFidelity
network is made for commercial use and will deliver businessgrade satellite Internet.
We own our own infrastructure and designed everything for
business—not consumer—use. Which means from our multiple
teleports and satellite hubs, to the routers and servers, every
component in our system is commercial-grade.
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Success in the Dominican Republic
SkyFidelity’s partner Wialan Technologies, Inc along with engineers from Hughes
Satellite Services successfully installed a satellite internet connection in the
Dominican Republic that today still provides live streaming video over IP as well
as high speed internet to over 200 kids at the Bonao School.
This deployment marked the first installation of wireless (“WiFi”) access points in
the Dominican Republic utilizing an internet based satellite feed from SkyFidelity
and Hughes Satellite Services.
It is anticipated that the successful installation of SkyFidelity’s satellite-based
wireless (“WiFi”) internet service, will lead to a contract with the Dominican
Republic government for the installation of satellite-based WiFi access point
locations at over three hundred (300) additional school locations as well as the
deployment of Wialan Technologies WiFi equipment at various municipal and
commercial locations throughout the Dominican Republic.

Expanding the
SkyFidelity
footprint to the
Caribbean and
beyond
SkyFidelity combines satellite internet
“footprints” with industrial strength
WiFi Access Points that create a “WiFi
Internet Cloud”. These “Cloud” creations
are perfect for the Caribbean and
surrounding regions.
It is also SkyFidelity’s goal to expand
beyond the Caribbean reigion and
provide platforms to run successful
education programs in remote and
underserved areas around the globe.
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SkyFidelity Satellite Internet for Education
An educational environment requires a communication plan with unmatched reliability. A powerful network
with the ability to support a wide range of applications for communications, from VoIP and satellite Internet
VPN to streaming data and video.
Satellite Internet access is often an essential part of an educational solution. While most companies make
empty promises about transmission speeds, SkyFidelity makes guarantees with our all inclusive service plans.

Contact us directly to receive SkyFidelity service plans and prices:
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